Cuba is an amazing country with a wonderful amount of variety. To make the most of your holiday an option is combining your stay in historical Havana with a relaxing stay in one of the all inclusive resorts in Varadero. Another popular option is taking one of the tours featured on the back page of this flyer combined with a relaxing beach stay in Varadero.

We can tailor make any duration in each area for you and have outlined some samples below as a guideline. If you need any other combination please let us know and we will be delighted to make the arrangements for you.

### Havana

**3* Occidental Miramar**
A modern and comfortable hotel, the Occidental Miramar occupies a commanding position on Havana’s most famous avenue, La Quinta Avenida, in the city’s residential and diplomatic district only 10 minutes from Old Havana. A free shuttle runs 4 times daily and clients also have free access to Havana Club’s private beach five minutes from the hotel.

4 nights B&B from €779 pp

### Varadero

**5* Iberostar Parque Central**
The Iberostar Parque Central Hotel is a modern colonial style property offering international standards and 5-star elegance with excellent facilities. Located in the very heart of the historic city, overlooking Central Park, it is within easy walking distance of all Old Havana’s principal points of interest.

4 nights B&B from €885 pp

### Havana – Essence of Havana City Tours

Taking in the essential sights of Old Havana, our half-day city tours capture the colonial spirit of Cuba’s remarkable capital city. Dating back to the 16th century old Havana is steeped in history and flanked by old colonial buildings. Our walking tours will take you through the fascinating narrow cobblestone streets in the heart of the old city including a visit to a cigar factory, the Museum of the Revolution, the impressive Capitolio building and a visit to the Plaza de Armas and Plaza de la Catedral.

If you decide to take the full day city tour, lunch will follow in the impressive El Patio restaurant, and the tour will finish with a ride in the famous old American cars that will take you for a unique panorama drive along the Malecon and Modern Havana.

- **Half Day Tour** from €35 pp
- **Full Day Tour** from €90 pp

### Havana & Varadero - 2 Centre Holidays

Cuba is an amazing country with a wonderful amount of variety. To make the most of your holiday an option is combining your stay in historical Havana with a relaxing stay in one of the all inclusive resorts in Varadero. Another popular option is taking one of the tours featured on the back page of this flyer combined with a relaxing beach stay in Varadero.

We can tailor make any duration in each area for you and have outlined some samples below as a guideline. If you need any other combination please let us know and we will be delighted to make the arrangements for you.

- 3 nights B&B in Havana and 4 nights All Inclusive in Varadero:
  - **3* Occidental Miramar & 3* Barcelo Sol y Mar** from €930 pp
  - **4* Telegrafo & 4* Iberostar Tainos** from €975 pp
  - **5* Iberostar Parque Central & 5* Paradisus Varadero** from €1240 pp
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Varadero

Varadero is famous for its powder white beaches which stretch along an 18 km peninsula and is thoughtfully developed with a number of beautifully designed properties offering a wide range of entertainment and facilities.

3*+ Barcelo Soly Mar
This all inclusive family resort offers good value with all the high standards expected of an international chain. Situated on a generous expanse of beach, close to the centre of Varadero, the property offers a total of 525 rooms with cabana style accommodation as well as rooms in the main part of the hotel.

7 nights All Inclusive from €969 pp

4* Iberostar Tainos
The Iberostar Tainos is an attractive all inclusive hotel located on the lovely sandy beachfront in Varadero. Built in the style of a Caribbean village set in spacious landscaped grounds, Iberostar Tainos offers good value accommodation and facilities for singles, couples and families alike.

7 nights All Inclusive from €999 pp

4* Melia Varadero
Located in a commanding position overlooking its sandy beach, the Melia Varadero is an airy, spacious hotel, well known for its unique and very tropical lobby. Surrounded by landscaped gardens, the hotel offers very high standards of all inclusive facilities for the sun seeker.

7 nights All Inclusive from €1119 pp

4*+ Sandals Royal Hicacos
An all suite resort set on one of the finest locations on Varadero Beach, Sandals Royal Hicacos Resort & Spa brings its ultra all inclusive concept to Cuba, offering the highest level of luxury with romantic surroundings for couples of 18 years and over.

7 nights All Inclusive from €1220 pp

5* Iberostar Varadero
Iberostar Varadero is located on a prime stretch of the beautiful Varadero beach, 20 minutes from downtown Varadero. Surrounded by lush tropical gardens this is a modern holiday resort offering luxury and comfort in an elegant atmosphere.

7 nights All Inclusive from €1220 pp

5* Paradisus Varadero
This luxury all inclusive 5-star resort is set on an exotic stretch of Varadero beach close to the Ecological Reserve. Imaginatively designed with low level villa style accommodation, the range of facilities and standards of comfort on offer will not disappoint.

7 nights All Inclusive from €1345 pp

Places to Visit in Varadero

Parque Josone
This park is laid out around an old mansion, privately owned before the Revolution. Also in the grounds are 3 restaurants, several open air bars, a bowling alley, swimming pool and rowing boats for rent on the lake.

Municipal Museum
The municipal museum is housed in a charming wooden chalet characteristic of the style imported from the US in the early 1900s. The museum recounts the history of Varadero and also contains a collection of Indian handicrafts.

Punta Hicacos
Punta Hicacos is a nature reserve with various secluded beaches and a large natural lagoon. You can also visit several caves including the Cueva de Ambrosio, which contains Pre-Colombian rock paintings.

Golf club
Part of the Las Americas Complex, this attractive 18 hole Par 72 links course offers beautiful views over the sea. Golf carts, clubs and caddies are all available for hire and classes are also offered. Reservations can be made through your hotel.

Marinas
Varadero’s marinas offer a variety of water-based activities. The resort is popular with divers due to the large number of sites and calm waters. Snorkelling is also available, as are deep sea fishing trips and catamaran cruises to desert islands off the coast.

Places to Eat
As Cuba’s leading beach resort, Varadero offers a range of restaurants ranging from simple pizzerias to the utmost elegance.
Tours of Cuba

Pearl of the Caribbean Tour
Havana – Santa Clara – Trinidad – Cienfuegos – Las Terrazas – Vinales – Havana
Our 7 nights Pearl of the Caribbean Tour is an ideal way of discovering the varied and fascinating sights of western Cuba. After a comprehensive introduction to Havana, the tour continues via Santa Clara to the World Heritage site of Trinidad, one of the best preserved colonial cities in the world. The tour continues via the elegant city of Cienfuegos, the stunning tobacco growing area of Vinales Valley and ends with a chance to enjoy the walks and waterfalls of the Sierra Del Rosaria biosphere reserve before returning to Havana.
7 nights B&B plus 6 lunches and 5 dinners from €1875 pp

Tobacco, Sun and Earth Tour
Havana – Vinales – Cienfuegos – Trinidad – Santa Clara – Varadero
This 7 night combination tour is an ideal treat for those wanting the best of City, Culture and Beach. Taking in the main attractions from sampling our world famous Rum to soaking up the sun in Varadero. Experience the many different sides of Cuba from the bustling Capital City Havana to the rural tobacco plantations in Vinales. Our tour will also visit the beautiful city of Trinidad and the historic sites of Santa Clara before finishing the tour relaxing on the beach. This tour will enlighten you to the wonders of this beautiful island.
7 nights B&B plus 6 lunches and 7 dinners from €1419 pp

Cradle of the Revolution
Holguin – Bayamo – Santiago – Guantanamo – Baracoa – Holguin
Our new 5 night tour of “Oriental Cuba” will take you through an informative and essential journey that transports you back in time to the famous Revolution. From the first landing of Christopher Columbus through to the Independence war, you will explore a variety of historical landmarks and cities while you travel through breathtaking scenery. This tour of Eastern Cuba can act as an extension to our Pearl of the Caribbean tour or remains very popular on its own. A variety of extensions can be added after the tour.
5 nights Half Board from €2005 pp
As an extension of the Pearl of the Caribbean Tour €1405 pp

Air France operates from Dublin. From Paris, Air France offers daily convenient connections to Cuba. Onboard long haul flights, in Premium Economy enjoy 40% additional space compared to the Economy cabin. Air France is the first European airline to offer a reclining seat inside a fixed shell in its Premium Economy cabin. Passengers can also enjoy a selection of benefits comparable to those in Business Class, such as priority check-in counters’ and a generous baggage allowance.

Travelling with KLM means you can depart from Dublin and Cork airports and connect seamlessly to Cuba via Amsterdam 3 times a week. On board, KLM Economy Comfort is the perfect option for extra comfort. Enjoy increased legroom and up to twice the recline compared with the standard Economy seat. You will also benefit from a faster disembarkation thanks to its location, at the front of the Economy Cabin.

You can purchase an Economy Comfort seat:
- When booking your flight
- Via My Trip up to 48hrs before departure
- When checking in: online at KLM.com or at self-service machine at the airport from 30hrs before departure

Where available

Services from Dublin to Amsterdam and Cork to Amsterdam are operated by Aer Lingus code shared with KLM.

Where available

The pricing on this flyer is per person sharing and based on seasonal special offer fares correct at the time of print. All prices and offers are subject to availability at the time of booking.
Visa fee €22 extra per person.
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